**CUSTOMER PRODUCT REVIEWS**

**OLYMPIC TREATMENT TABLE™**

**Border Veterinary Clinic**
Provost, Alberta
Claudette Theriault, DVM

“We checked out quite a few tables and had made our decision when the notice about this table arrived. It had all the components we were looking for without having to special order or having to alter after arrival. It rolls very easily over rough surfaces and arrived fully assembled. The stainless steel surface is very easy to keep clean. The IV pole and small removable table were extras that we hadn’t really put much thought into, but turns out we use almost daily.

Its primary use is as a treatment and radiograph/ultrasound table, but we also use it to do dentals and minor surgical procedures. It has been very handy to bring in hit-by-car and non-ambulatory patients (we have a wheelchair ramp) and it rolls easily out of the way when extra floor space is needed. We are very pleased with the quality and usefulness of this table.”

**Skylos Sports Medicine**
Ellisott City, MD
Rachel Wachter, RVT

“We purchased the Olympic Stainless Steel Treatment Table to serve as the treatment table/gurney for our newly opened orthopedic surgery practice. This table has been one of our favorite start-up purchases. The stainless steel design is easy to clean and sanitize. Large breed patients cause less of a strain on our backs with the help of the electric lift feature. As our practice grows, I have no doubt we will be returning to Olympic Veterinary for any gurney/treatment table needs.”

**Veterinary Medicine Specialists**
Grapevine, TX
Dr. Nicole Culwell

“I’m a cardiologist at VMS that has been working with the Olympic table. This table has been working well for us. I replaced a standard gurney and fold-down exam table that we had been using before. We basically place our echo table on top of the Olympic table for our ultrasound examinations. It has been helpful to have a lift table for getting larger patients onto the echo table. We have had no problems with the table and have been very happy with it.”